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Chapter 16

Just at this time, a clear voice at the door said, “Is Mr. Ye here?”

Haoden Ye and the landlord looked over, but saw a young man whose temperament
and appearance was no less than that of an international top-tier movie star walk in.

Haoden Ye immediately recognized that this was Zyden, whom he had saved, and
hurried forward.

“Mr. Ye!” With a look of gratitude on his face, Zyden quickly greeted him, not having the
appearance of a rich gentleman in the slightest, “I’ve finally found you, thank you for
saving my life!”

Haoden Ye was also very happy to see him so approachable, and smiled, “You’re
welcome, it’s just a show of hands!”

Zyden smiled cheerfully, then looked over his shoulder, “What’s the deal with you here,
renovations?”

At this time, the landlord’s voice suddenly remembered, “Who are you, Haoden Ye’s
friend?” The tone was very sharp.

Zyden frowned slightly and nodded his head, “Good, what’s wrong?”

“Seeing that you’re dressed well too, you must be rich, so pay up!” The landlord had a
mean look on his face.

“Compensation?” Haoden Ye frowned as he heard, “Compensation for what?”

The landlord swept a pair of triangular eyes around the house and sneered, “What do
you mean pay for it, I don’t need to pay for my place being smashed up like this?”

When Zyden heard that the place was smashed, the light inside his eyes flashed.



Haoden Ye was infuriated by the landlord and immediately said indignantly, “What was
smashed was all mine, why should I pay for it, and it wasn’t me who had it smashed,
why should I be made to pay for it!”

The landlord also saw Zyden look quite rich, want to take the opportunity to blackmail
money only, naturally will not be reasonable, angry voice: “Who said there is no loss, my
front door rented to you, but good, you look at what has become, I tell you, if you do not
give money, I immediately call the police to arrest you!”

“Oh, it’s just money!” Zyden gave an indifferent smile and said, “I’ll give you as much
money as you want! But before that, I need to talk to my lawyer!”

“It’s just a little compensation, and you even need a lawyer!” The landlord was shocked
and didn’t dare to speak again, his facade is also problematic, really if the lawsuit he
can’t get a penny: “Forget it, I’ll just take a loss and not let your door compensate!”

“Oh, you forget it, we don’t want to just forget it!” Zyden’s smile was very amiable, as if
he didn’t want the landlord to suffer, but the words he spoke made the landlord look very
ugly: “How many years have you been decorating this house, what were the decoration
materials used at the time, whether the structure of the house was suitable or not, and
whether it met the rental standards, all of these should be properly checked!”

“Whatever you want to check!” The landlord panicked in his heart and said with strong
composure, “But you have to pay a month’s rent first!”

Zyden smiled slightly and turned to let one of the bodyguards following him go get the
money.

“I’ll pay the rent, no need for you to break the bank!” Haoden Ye saw that he wanted to
get money for himself and quickly excused himself.

“Don’t be polite to me, you’re my savior!” Zyden looked very serious as he shook his
head, “These are some of my intentions, you should be rather busy right now, so I won’t
bother you!” After saying goodbye, he left.

Haoden Ye sent Zyden away, looking at the messy facade, he felt very lonely and
started to busily tidy up.



After just twenty minutes of tidying up, the landlord’s voice sounded again: “Haoden Ye,
get out of here quickly!”

Haoden Ye hurried to the front door, and saw the landlord looking arrogantly at him,
followed by a young man with golden glasses.

“Hurry up and move your stuff out, I’m selling this shop to someone else!” The landlord
saw him out and immediately snorted.

“Sell it to someone else!” Haoden Ye got angry in his heart when he heard, “I just paid
my rent, how can you sell it to someone else!”

“Rent? What rent? Who did you give it to? I’m not getting your rent, so bring me the
receipt!” The landlord immediately began to play the rascal.

“You’ve gone too far!” Haoden Ye was very angry in his heart.

Just now he fought with Zhang Dabao and the others, the landlord was seen, afraid that
he would hit himself, quickly stepped back and pointed at the golden glasses, “Don’t you
dare, this is a member of the law firm, if you dare to hit me, I’ll make you pay for it and
die! I’m telling you, I’m selling this facade for a very reasonable price, and I won’t spare
you if you delay my business!”

Haoden Ye took a deep breath, calmed his anger, and said coldly, “Good! You give me
time, I’ll move the stuff!”

Even a fool could guess that the landlord must have sold the front door for a very high
price, so he couldn’t wait to evict himself.

“Just how much can you worth with this junk? Get the hell out of here now or I’ll call the
police and arrest you!” The landlord saw Haoden Ye’s face ease up and became
arrogant again.

“Since he wants to move out, let’s give him some time, let’s sign the contract for the
resale of the house first!” The golden glasses were amiable, though, and smiled mildly
at the landlord.



“What’s the use of pitying such a poor man!” The landlord smiled obsequiously at the
gold-rimmed glasses.

Gold wire glasses pulled out a document and handed it to the landlord: “Sign this
contract, the facade is considered to be sold to me!”

The landlord stuff, quickly took the document and signed it.

Golden Glasses smiled and put away the contract, smiling at the landlord, “Happy
cooperation! This facade is sort of sold to me!”

“Of course!” The landlord smiled and nodded.

“Good, now this front door is still in the lease period, the right to use it does not belong
to you, your private exclusive sale to me has constituted fraud, at the same time, I can
also inspect the house on behalf of this Mr. Ye, if there is anything unqualified, it is also
considered that you have broken the law!” The golden glasses still had a laughing look
on their face, and they slowly spoke.

The landlord’s face immediately became stiff and startled, “What do you mean!”

“No offense, just now our young master paid the rent, there are bank transfers and other
formalities to prove it, and I have the contract for your hand in the door, these two
together are enough to sue you for fraud!” The golden glasses smiled.

“You…you’re in cahoots!” The landlord only realized that he was being trapped, and was
greedy for a moment.

“Oh, don’t make it sound so bad, if you weren’t greedy, you wouldn’t have fallen for it,
and it’s fine if you want us to leave it alone, but you have to sell me the facade at half
the original price!” The gold glasses were still laughing.

“You! You guys are…criminal!” The landlord was furious and cursed furiously, however,
his furious curses clearly had no offensive power, instead, it made the golden glasses
smile even more thickly.

“You make your own decision, I give you five minutes, after five minutes, I will
immediately contact my friend in the court!”



Chapter 17

“Haoden Ye, do me a favor and plead for me!” The landlord suddenly turned to Haoden
Ye, his face pleading.

Haoden Ye softened, and said to the lawyer, “You’re Simen’s man, right, it’s not easy for
the landlord, can you raise the price a little more!”

“Sorry!” The lawyer smiled slightly and shook his head, “Holander’s order is to buy it at
half price, I can’t make the decision!”

Haoden Ye listened and revealed a helpless look to the landlord, unexpectedly, seeing
that his plea was useless, the landlord’s face immediately changed, pointing at Haoden
Ye and cursing, “You unlucky star, if I had known I shouldn’t have rented the house to
you!”

Haoden Ye is also funny, he has just pleaded for him, what can he do if people don’t
agree.

The landlord signed the agreement with a black face, and the lawyer dang took out half
of the value of the facade, more than 400,000 to the landlord.

“Now this facade is yours!” The lawyer gave the money and suddenly turned to Haoden
Ye and smiled.

The landlord nearly jumped out of his skin when he heard this!

“You’re…you’re bullies!” The landlord grunted an angry sentence and left angrily.

Haoden Ye looked at the lawyer with a surprised face, “You… you’re going to give me
the front door?”

“This was supposed to be Holander’s thank you gift to you!” The lawyer smiled and
nodded.

“No, I can’t have it!” Haoden Ye shook his head incessantly, “This facade is worth at
least 700,000 to 800,000, I can’t ask for such a generous gift.”



The lawyer stroked his golden glasses and spoke lightly, “It’s just over a million, and our
young master’s one outfit is more than that.”

When Haoden Ye heard him say that, he no longer refused, and after bidding farewell to
the lawyer, he began to pack his things.

“Hahaha! This one is so much fun!” On the luxury Bentley, Zyden listened to the
lawyer’s words and laughed: “He invested one billion dollars in our Holander Group,
with a minimum annual dividend of 100 million dollars, and he’s even embarrassed to
accept a gift of several hundred thousand dollars from me!”

“Young Master, I think he’s forgotten about it!” The lawyer also had an amused look on
his face, when he saw Haoden Ye rejecting Zyden Holander’s gift just now, he wanted
to laugh and held it all the way through.

“Haha, funny funny!” Zyden laughed again, “Keep an eye out for this guy from now on, I
like him a lot.”

The car slowly started, and in a short while it drove far away.

At the same time, Haoden Ye looked at the messy situation inside and outside the front
door heart talked about, started to clean up, cleaned up already in the afternoon,
Haoden Ye thought that today also can’t open up ready to leave.

“This gentleman, it’s not too lucky lately!” Just as he was about to leave, a coarse
linen-clothed monk walked in.

“Master, I’ve been tight on cash lately, so I may not have any money for you!” Haoden
Ye revealed an apologetic look and looked over at the monk.

“Oh, does sir think I’m here to transform fate?” The monk revealed a profound smile and
shook his head, “I am just sending you a Buddha statue to tide you over when I see that
the patron is a person with Buddha destiny, but has been plagued by bad luck!” The
monk said taking out a crystal clear jade Buddha pendant.

“Why are there so many tricks for begging now?” Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his
heart, but he saw that the Buddha statue was lustrous in color, so it was definitely not a
mortal item, and he couldn’t help but look surprised.



“Sorry Master, I don’t have any money!” Haoden Ye smiled bitterly at the monk.

“Oh, this Buddha statue doesn’t cost anything!” The monk’s words surprised Haoden
Ye’s heart!

“Give it to me for free?” Haoden Ye frowned, looking puzzled.

“As I said, the patron is a person with a Buddhist destiny, it’s my honor to give you
something!” The monk smiled gently, looking indeed somewhat morally profound.

Putting down the Buddha statue, the monk turned around and walked away, as if he
was afraid that Haoden Ye would run over and return the statue to him.

Haoden Ye picked up the pendant and looked at it closely, the more he felt that the
Buddha statue was made of excellent material, but why did it look familiar?

Putting the Buddha statue on his body, Haoden Ye walked towards the mirror to see if
he looked good with it on.

When he saw himself in the mirror, Haoden Ye’s face changed slightly, but he saw a
mass of black gas on his forehead!

“There’s something wrong with this Buddha statue!” Haoden Ye was shocked and his
face reached out to pick the Buddha statue, but at this moment, the blackness on his
forehead gradually faded and finally disappeared, and the Buddha statue wasn’t taken
off then.

“How strange!” Haoden Ye looked at the Buddha statue dazed.

Meanwhile, inside a bright van not far from Haoden Ye’s two-dollar store, Master Aggie
smiled shamefacedly at the monk just now, “How’s it going? Something for him?”

“Hehe, the material of that Buddha statue is extraordinary, I spent over a million on it,
how can he still not be impressed?” The monk who had a morally high face just a
moment ago was now smiling gloomily.

“Don’t you worry, when I take possession of the Holander family’s property, a million
isn’t a small thing?” Master Aggie smiled gloomily and whirled around with hatred in his



eyes, “If it weren’t for this kid, we’d have at least a billion by now, this hindrance can’t be
kept!”

After Master Ajie finished speaking, his eyes closed and sat cross-legged on the car
seat.

“Hehe, Big Brother you have profound compulsion skills, it’s just as easy as playing if
you want to kill this kid!” The monk grinned.

Master Aggie smirked and began to chant the spell under his breath.

The monk had a look of excitement on his face, the compulsion technique that Master
Aggie was going to actually fight was very profound and would backfire if he wasn’t
careful, this was the first time he’d seen his older brother cast it!

“It’s really exciting,” The monk said in his heart, “I’ve heard that the blood of the body
will slowly evaporate and eventually become a dried corpse if one is hit by this kind of
compulsion, and the whole time, the person who was hit by the compulsion is still
awake!”

At the same time, Haoden Ye, who was staring at the pendant, suddenly noticed that a
small insect the size of a grain of rice was lying on the pendant’s jade Buddha at an
unknown time.

Haoden Ye didn’t take it seriously, and with a casual squeeze, he strangled the insect to
death!

“Poof!” In the van, Master Aggie spat out a mouthful of blood, his face ashen.

“What happened!” The monk’s face changed and he made a surprised sound.

Master Ah Ji opened his eyes and looked incredulous, “What’s going on, I’ve performed
this compulsion technique several times, why did it suddenly start to backfire!” Master
Da Ji said and spat out another mouthful of blood.

“Reverse…reverse?” The monk stared at him.



He understood that there were only two scenarios for this powerful parasite backlash,
one was that the person who was parasitized also knew the parasite technique and was
more powerful than the person who was parasitized, and the other scenario was more
special, that the person who was parasitized was lucky and ran into a disobedient
parasite.

And the result of the reverse devouring is either death or serious injury!

“I can’t believe this kid is so lucky!” Master Aggie’s face was now ashen, like a dead
man, gritting his teeth and following, “It’s a good thing I was prepared in advance,
otherwise I would have died under the backlash.”

Chapter 18

“Brother, let me go clean him up!” The monk’s eyes flashed with a touch of
malevolence.

“I’ve already put heart-devouring parasites on the Holander family, and this parasite will
slowly control their brains so that they’ll be good enough to give me their money, so
don’t create any complications for now.” Master Ah Ji viciously gritted his teeth.

He did it to Haoden Ye because he was worried that Haoden Ye would affect his plans
in the future, but now that he was injured, he was even more worried about the
compulsions he had placed on the Holander family.

A physical injury to the owner of the parasite might cause the parasite to go out of
control.

The van slowly started and left the vicinity of Haoden Ye’s front door.

Boom! A loud bang was heard, and Zyden’s luxury Bentley car was heavily mounted on
a pole on the road.

“Holander! Holander!” The flames quickly burned, and the lawyer with the gold-rimmed
glasses climbed out of the car, dragging HongZyden, who had passed out.

For some reason, just a moment ago, Zyden’s body suddenly convulsed and lost control
of his driving hand, causing a car accident.



After much effort, the lawyer finally pulls Zyden out, and just after leaving the car
nearby, the car explodes twice, completely submerged in flames!

At this time, Zyden was already unconscious, his forehead was full of blood, the lawyer
tried to sit down for emergency cardiac resuscitation, but the effort was only half a day,
but only barely allowed Zyden to regain his breath.

“Holander!” The lawyer was almost in tears and quickly called 120.

Twenty minutes later, inside the hospital emergency room, President Li came out with a
disappointed face.

Mrs. Holander’s face was full of tears, and she said urgently, “Dean Li, how is my son!”

Dean Li was filled with sadness, shaking his head and sighing, “It was sent too late, we
can only use surgery to temporarily stop the internal bleeding and delay the time of
death!”

“Ah!” Mrs. Holander heard a scream and fell to the ground.

Simen Holander’s face was also very anxious and hurried forward, “Dean Li, please,
you must do something!”

Dean Li smiled bitterly and shook his head, suddenly the light inside his eyes shone:
“But there’s someone who might have a way!” He also sounded very uncertain.

“Who is it!” Simen Holander looked excited and hurriedly said.

“Haoden Ye!” Dean Li gave a simple and direct answer.

Only then did Simen Holander remember Haoden Ye, when he turned around and
instructed Liu Fei Leng, “You go and invite Mr. Ye! No…I’ll go myself!”

At this time, Haoden Ye was dazed in the shop, thinking about last night’s Maya Shen in
his mind.

Last night Maya Shen’s invitation stimulated Haoden Ye, and although he pretended to
be fine on his face, his heart was still very hurt.



His own wife invited himself to her bed, but he didn’t dare, as a man Haoden Ye’s heart
was very uncomfortable.

“Haoden Ye! Get the hell out of here!” Suddenly, the landlord’s angry voice rang out.

When Haoden Ye regained consciousness, he saw the landlord walk in with a few
policemen.

The first policeman was obese and had a pair of hang-eyed eyes.

“You’re Haoden Ye?” As soon as Haoden Ye stood up, the fat officer walked up to him
and coldly said.

Haoden Ye nodded lightly, the fat officer suddenly pulled out a pair of handcuffs and put
them on for Haoden Ye without saying anything, and said in an icy tone, “Someone is
charging you with financial fraud, please come with us!”

Haoden Ye was shocked and turned his head to see the landlord looking at himself with
a sneer on his face, looking as if he was saying: “Now you know how powerful I am!”

“Officer you are mistaken, the landlord voluntarily sold this front door to me!” Haoden Ye
quickly explained, he felt that since Zyden Holander’s lawyer could threaten the
landlord, it meant that he must be legally able to stand up.

“Hehe, no matter how you explain, it’s useless, it’s my brother-in-law who arrested you!”
The landlord gave a sneer and looked proudly at Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye’s heart went cold when he heard it, and said to the fat officer, “You’re a cop
can’t bend the law for favoritism, what evidence do you have to arrest me!”

“Favoritism?” The fat officer smiled gloomily and said, “I’m on official business, so when
I arrest you, I’ll naturally have a way to get evidence from you!”

The landlord followed suit with a sneer, “Bastard, if you dare to fight me, get you!”

As soon as he finished speaking, a car suddenly stopped in front of the front door, and
Liu Fei Leng and Simen Holander got out of the car.



“Mr. Ye, are you in the shop?” As soon as Liu Fei got out of the car, she shouted to the
inside of the front door.

Simen Holander was one step ahead of her and had arrived inside the shop, seeing the
situation here, Simen Holander’s face changed, “What’s going on!”

The fat officer was sharp-eyed and saw that the car driven by Simen Holander was
even a Bentley, and didn’t dare to be too arrogant, and spoke in a serious tone: “This
Mr. Ye defrauded others of hundreds of thousands of dollars, we’re going to take him
back to the police station to deal with it, please don’t interfere with our official duties!”

Simen Holander almost didn’t open his mouth to curse after hearing this, Haoden Ye
could even refuse his billion-dollar thank you gift, would he commit a crime for a few
hundred thousand?

“Are you saying he’s a fraud, do you have proof?” Simen Holander was very sensible
and did not immediately show his identity, but asked the key question.

The fat officer turned ugly, where does he have evidence now, and spoke stiffly, “Of
course we have evidence, but there is no need to show you, if you dare to obstruct us
from performing our duties, I have the right to arrest you!”

How could Holander not see what was going on?

The anxiety of rushing to save his son and the anger of Haoden Ye, his benefactor,
being framed rushed up to his brain, making his cheeks twitch up.

“Good! You have no right to show me the evidence, so let your leader show it to me!”
Simen Holander sneered at Liu Fei and said coldly, “Immediately call the city’s Public
Security Director and tell him the situation here!”

Liu Fei Leng had already pulled out her cell phone and immediately dialed the city
public security bureau as soon as she heard this.

The fat police officer and the landlord were dumbfounded upon hearing this,
unexpectedly Simen Holander was acquainted with the director.



Within a minute after Liu Fei Leng made the call, the fat police officer’s phone rang, and
you could see his face getting whiter and whiter, eventually turning gray.

“Un…unlock his handcuffs!” By the time the fat officer put down his phone, his face was
ashen and his tone was full of regret.

Simen Holander didn’t even look at him and immediately walked up to Haoden Ye and
said, “Mr. Ye, Zyden had an accident and is unconscious, you must help save him!”

As soon as he heard that Zyden was in trouble, Haoden Ye didn’t dare to hesitate,
leaving the shop to the landlord and the fat police officer to get into Simen Holander’s
car.

Hospital, inside Zyden’s room, Haoden Ye carefully observed Zyden’s injuries.

“Holander is now bleeding internally from his eyes, he must use acupuncture to block
the meridians around his body, and then perform vascular repair surgery!” Haoden Ye
made a judgement and told Simen Holander.

“Is there any danger?” Simen Holander’s face was anxious, beads of sweat condensing
on his forehead.

“If we block the meridians in time, we’ll be fine!” Haoden Ye smiled broadly, and only
then did Simen Holander’s appearance relax.

Chapter 19

Seeing Haoden Ye lower the needle, everyone stared at the heart rate monitor.

According to Haoden Ye, using the acupuncture method could block the meridians and
slow down the blood flow, and that person’s heart rate would also drop.

Ding, ding, ding, the instrument kept making sounds, on top of which were numbers but
no change.

Dean Li’s heart lifted, and his forehead was stained with cold sweat.



Haoden Ye once again pulled out a needle and slowly stuck it into Zyden’s body.

When this silver needle was inserted, Zyden’s body suddenly trembled slightly.

As everyone’s faces changed, Zyden’s and Dean Li’s hearts lifted.

Immediately after, they saw the numbers on the instrument change and slowly drop.

“Effective! It really works!” Simen Holander looked at the numbers in surprise.

The others also revealed a look of surprise, witnessing acupuncture have such a
miraculous effect, making those doctors suspect that they were dreaming.

Haoden Ye’s third needle quickly fell, and Zyden Holander’s heart rate dropped again,
and this time the drop was very large, and by the time his fourth needle fell all would,
Zyden Holander’s heart rate had dropped to 10, and it gradually maintained at that
number.

Seeing this number, all the doctors stared at it, and even Specialist Zhang couldn’t help
but reveal a look of astonishment.

“Now we can operate!” Haoden Ye finished the acupuncture and told Dean Li.

Dean Li saw that the number had been maintained at 10, which proved that the patient’s
health was stable and the blood flow rate was very low, this was the most suitable time
for surgery.

“Prepare for surgery immediately!” Dean Li immediately told Director Zhang.

“I can’t imagine that acupuncture still has this effect!” Dean Li was full of wonder and
addressed Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye was a little embarrassed by his praise, scratching his head and smiling,
“Dean Li is over-praised, I just happen to know these needle techniques, if you like
them, I can teach them to you!”

Hearing his words, Dean Li was filled with surprise, his eyes glowing like he had won a
million dollars, “Really… you’re really willing to give it to me?” The voice was stuttering.



“Of course, you’re better healers than me, and if you return to this method, you’ll be able
to help more people!” Haoden Ye immediately nodded his head.

Dean Li looked touched, and Haoden Ye looked at Simen Holander, suddenly
remembering about the jade Buddha.

When he got the jade Buddha himself, blackness appeared on his forehead, and he had
just paid special attention to it and found that the Holander family also had this kind of
jade Buddha on their bodies.

Obviously, his own jade Buddha was also related to Master Ajit, and it was likely that the
Holander family was the reason why the jade Buddha had blackness on his forehead as
well.

“Mr. Holander, is it convenient to tell me what’s going on with the jade Buddha around
your neck?” Haoden Ye suddenly said to Simen Holander.

Simen Holander was stunned, looked down at the jade Buddha and frowned, “This was
given to me by Master Ah Ji, everyone in our family has one, is there a problem?”

Haoden Ye looked at Simen Holander and revealed a grim look, “Does Mr. Holander still
remember the last time I said you had black Qi on your forehead?”

Simen Holander face slightly side immediately nodded, Haoden Ye frowned, “To be
honest, this black qi is related to this jade Buddha, every person in your family who
wears a jade Buddha has black qi on their forehead!”

Simen Holander’s face changed dramatically!

He was convinced of Haoden Ye now, Haoden Ye’s words naturally carried a lot of
weight in his heart, and besides, there was no reason for Haoden Ye to lie to himself.

Did Master Aggie really have evil intentions towards himself? Thinking of his son’s two
accidents, Simen Holander’s face darkened.

“Go! Inform your family, everyone who wears a jade Buddha, remove the Buddha!”
Simen Holander immediately removed his jade Buddha and went to the hospital bed to
remove Zyden’s jade Buddha.



Sure enough, as he removed the jade Buddha, Haoden Ye noticed that the blackness
on Holander’s forehead quickly disappeared.

“It’s gone now!” Seeing Simen Holander looking over nervously, Haoden Ye quickly
said.

Simen Holander was relieved, and his eyes flashed with a shade of shade, turning his
head to look at Liu Fei Leng.

Liu Fei Leng nodded quietly and quietly left the hospital room.

Everyone knew that Liu Fei Leng was Simen Holander’s assistant, but no one knew that
Liu Fei Leng was also Simen Holander’s bodyguard.

“The family ordered me to protect the Holander family, anyone who harms the Holander
family must pay the price!” Liu Fei Leng went inside the women’s restroom of the
hospital and only came out ten minutes later.

At this time, no one recognizes her as the beautiful assistant of the famous Simen
Holander, but a cold beauty in a tight leather jacket, beautiful body, and cold makeup.

Exiting the hospital, Liu Fei Leng made a phone call and several motorcyclists, also
wearing leather jackets, appeared.

One of the motorcyclists gave his car to Liu Fei Leng, and a few motorcycles sped out.

Inside a luxurious villa, in a dark room, Master Aggie was sitting on his knees, his eyes
closed.

He was surrounded by many candles and a few small insects flew around pulling hold.

Across the room, the monk also sat on his knees, also with his eyes closed.

Suddenly, Master Aggie snapped his eyes open and let out a scream!

A mouthful of blood spurted out, dousing a pullover.



“Brother!” The monk’s face changed dramatically and he looked nervous, “What’s
wrong!”

“The parasites, they were taken by the Hongs!” Master Aggie was filled with a look of
disbelief.

“What! How did they know that the jade Buddha had parasites on it?” The monk looked
surprised.

“There must be someone higher up! This is bad, let’s get out of here, the Holander
family will never let me go if they know I’m going to hurt them!” Master Aggie panicked
as well.

“So what do we do!” The monk also panicked.

“Nothing to be afraid of, you worthless thing, it’s totally too late to run!” Master Aggie
snorted and quietly left the villa with the monks.

As soon as they left on the front foot, Liu Fei Leng and a few others arrived at the villa.

“Mr. Holander is, the men have escaped!” After a careful search of the villa, Liu Fei Leng
dialed Simen Holander’s phone.

“Hmph, count them for slipping away fast!” Simen Holander was vicious on the phone.

He was feeling very scared now, he had put such a dangerous person by his side for so
long, and he still trusted him so much, if it wasn’t for Haoden Ye, their whole family
would be in trouble now.

“Have someone look into this person, deal with our Holander family, he must pay the
price!” Simen Holander was vicious.

“Don’t worry, I’ve already asked someone to look into it!” Liu Fei coldly replied back and
hung up the phone.

Putting down the phone, Simen Holander looked grateful to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, thank
you so much this time, if it wasn’t for you, we don’t know what the Holander family
would have faced!”



“Yes! Mr. Ye has excellent medical skills and even more medical ethics, the needle
technique you passed on to me is incomparably exquisite, it’s simply the hope of
revitalizing our Chinese medicine!” Dean Li was also full of emotion.

Chapter 20

“Haha, Mr. Ye doesn’t just have medical skills, he also has medical ethics!” When Simen
Holander heard the two people talking, he smiled at Haoden Ye and said, “You saved
our Zyden twice, this kindness, Simen Holander can’t thank you enough, I decided to
give you another set of neighborhoods!”

Haoden Ye thought of his temper that wasn’t easy to question and quickly waved his
hand, “Mr. Holander mustn’t be so polite, I saved Simen because we’re friends, if you
give me something else, it will make me feel like helping him is an abnormal
transaction!”

How could Simen Holander not hear that Haoden Ye was trying to excuse himself, his
heart was even more touched, and he laughed, “Well said, but even if you are friends,
this kindness still cannot be forgotten by our Holander family, in the future, your
business is our Holander family’s business!”

Haoden Ye was relieved to see that he no longer insisted on giving himself something,
and

Dean Li and the others also revealed a look of admiration towards Haoden Ye, to be
able to remain unmoved before such great temptation, Haoden Ye’s future was
boundless.

The doctors in the ward all showed envious looks at Haoden Ye.

As one of the top ten enterprises in the country, Holander’s Group had business in
every industry, and the company’s valuation was at the very least in the hundreds of
billions.

Of course, when it came to large enterprises of this magnitude, the most desirable thing
about them was their connections.



Simen Holander had extensive connections in the government, shopping malls, and
even in the underground world that many people didn’t even know about.

Without exaggeration, a single word from him could level a person’s life!

After chatting for a couple of sentences, Haoden Ye thought that he still had things to do
in the shop, so he took his leave.

But this time, what he didn’t expect was that the dantian actually koi spit out bubbles
again, thinking that he had saved Zyden for the second time this time, so this time the
reward bubbles were only a little more.

Haoden Ye had just left the hospital gate, not far away in a bright van, a pair of gloomy
and cold eyes had locked onto him.

“Senior brother, it’s really this kid again!” The monk gritted his teeth viciously.

Master Aggie was filled with a sinister look, his pale face now looking a bit fierce.

“If you dare to mess with me, you must let this brat know how powerful we are!” With a
sneer, Master Aggie said, “You go check on this brat, I’ll make sure he’s worse than
dead!”

Monk even nodded his head and made a few phone calls.

Twenty minutes later, the monk put down his phone, his face already filled with a cold
smile, “Hey brother, I found out that this kid is the son-in-law of a professor in the city,
Robert Shen, and because his father saved Robert Shen in the first place, this kid has
joined the Shen family.”

Haoden Ye returned to his two-dollar store, but saw a car parked at the entrance.

“Assistant Liu!” Seeing the beautiful woman standing next to the car, Haoden Ye looked
surprised.

“Mr. Holander asked me to investigate about Master Aggie, I wanted to ask if you have
any clues!” Liu Fei Leng’s face was cold, giving people a cool feeling.



She didn’t tell Haoden Ye the truth, the purpose of coming here today was not just to
investigate Master Aggie, she was also ordered to protect Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye looked nervous when he heard, the safety of his plot to expose Master Ajie
was just being able to see the blackness on someone else’s forehead, what help could
he provide to Liu Fei Leng?

“I…I don’t have a clue either!” Haoden Ye quickly replied.

“Of course the clues are for finding, otherwise why would I come to you!” Liu Fei Leng
returned a simple sentence and walked inside the facade.

Haoden Ye thought that it was a bit messy inside, and there was no place for a beautiful
woman to even do that, but people Liu Fei Leng was a big business person, so he didn’t
laugh at himself? Therefore Haoden Ye hurriedly said, “I’m not open today either, so I’d
better not go in and sit down!”

Liu Fei Leng was stunned at his words, seeing the embarrassed look on his face and
hinting at what he was thinking, he couldn’t help but be amused.

This man was someone who had invested a billion dollars in the Holander’s Group, but
he would be embarrassed over such a trivial matter.

“Well then, there’s a cafe over there, let’s go over and talk!” Of course Liu Fei Leng
wouldn’t intentionally embarrass Haoden Ye.

“Okay…okay!” Haoden Ye began to be embarrassed again, he didn’t have any less
money in his pocket, and that cafe wasn’t a low level of consumption.

“It’s okay, I’ll treat you!” As if she had the ability to read minds, Liu Fei Leng quickly
understood Haoden Ye’s embarrassment.

“That…how embarrassing, how about I treat you to noodles!” Haoden Ye pointed at a
nearby ramen restaurant that wasn’t upscale.

He blushed when he said this, not knowing if Liu Fei Leng would be angry when he
heard this.



Liu Fei Leng’s face was very calm, sweeping a glance at the ramen restaurant, he
immediately said, “Mr. Ye recommended it, it must taste good!”

The two people arrived at the ramen restaurant, and the customers inside were
dumbfounded.

Liu Fei Leng was still in that leather jacket, cold and touching, suddenly making many
men feel like their souls were out of their minds.

Shouldn’t this kind of beauty be sitting in a rich man’s BMW, or eating western food and
drinking red wine inside an upscale western restaurant? Why did you come to eat
ramen like them?

Soon, they saw Haoden Ye beside Liu Fei Leng.

“Godless! It’s so ungodly, this kind of beauty is coming to eat noodles with such a poor
boy, she won’t be cheated!”

For a time, many androgenic men treated Haoden Ye as a liar who abducted women.

“Two…two people eat something!” The ramen restaurant waitress came over, speaking
out of turn because of her proximity to a cold, beautiful woman like Liu Fei Leng.

“Two bowls of noodles, with more meat!” Haoden Ye hurriedly, but also very pull out
twenty dollars to slap on the table.

The waiter looked at the want to laugh, this money also pretend to be a big man!

But he was just about to laugh when a pair of icy cold eyes from Willow Fiddler
projected over, making the waiter perk up.

“Fuck! Why does it feel like winter!” The waiter was so stirred up that he almost thought
it had suddenly cooled down.

Not daring to say anything, the waiter was quickly going back to get noodles.

“Beauty, would you like to come with us for a cup of coffee!” The waiter had just brought
the noodles up when two figures suddenly appeared in front of the ramen restaurant.



Two people, one fat and one thin, neither of them looked like good people by their
faces.

As if the two people didn’t exist, Liu Fei Leng didn’t even look at them.

The way she ate the noodles was very elegant, taking small bites and moving slowly,
looking like a pleasure.

“Aigoo, or an icy beauty, the man’s bosom is hot, I promise to warm you up!” The fat
man grinned as he stared at Liu Fei Leng’s sexy and seductive body with unbridled
gaze.

“Please don’t harass us, this girl is my friend!” Haoden Ye saw that the two punks were
a bit scared, but he thought that he could fight off Zhang Dabao, and dealing with the
two punks shouldn’t be a problem, so he gathered his courage.

“We’re talking to a beautiful woman, it’s none of your business!” The skinny man had a
fierce look on his face and looked at Haoden Ye with disdain.

Haoden Ye was dressed in ordinary clothes, facing a look that was easy to bully, and
the two of them didn’t put him in their eyes at all.

“She… she’s my friend, of course it’s none of my business!” Haoden Ye’s voice started
to tremble as he was stared at by the little punk’s fierce gaze, but he still remained well
enough to not back down.

Liu Fei Leng saw how he was turning white from fear, but kept trying to protect himself.

If Haoden Ye knew that he was powerful, he should probably be worried about the two
punks.

“Oh my, still a protector! Is she your girlfriend? You have to care about her so much!”
The thin man smiled contemptuously, as long as Haoden Ye dared to say that he was
the beautiful girl’s boyfriend, they would immediately take action to clean up Haoden Ye
and show the beautiful girl how useless her boyfriend was.


